Section 4 – Early Development at Lulsgate
Solo Training days 1946 to 1949
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The start of flying operations at Lulsgate in September 1946 with the Cadet, a
Beaverette tow car and a winch hired from Roger Pears of the Fforest Fawr club7,
marked the beginning of a remarkable period of expansion and development.
Just by
the end of 1947, 15 months after the first ground slide, the Club had acquired a
fleet consisting of an Olympia, a Grunau Baby IIb, a Tutor, a Cadet and a Wilkinson I
glider in addition to the original Cadet16.
It had a second Beaverette, two balloon
winches, one of which had been converted for glider use, and a three wheeled vehicle
for cable retrieving.
Appendix I lists the aircraft and equipment acquired during
the whole period at Lulsgate together with their prices.
This expansion was made
possible by a boost in membership once flying started, the creation of an
"establishment loan fund" with loans from members27, and most importantly by the
setting up of the Kemsley Flying Trust by Lord Kemsley.
The setting up of the
Bristol Aeroplane Company Flying Club in 1947, providing subsidised flying for its
members also helped the Club on its way by providing it with a large group, mainly of
young qualified aircraft engineers.
The phasing in of the 5 day working week in
lieu of the pre-war 5½ days also helped.
The contribution of the chairman Rex
Young, who guided the Club firmly and wisely, and the relatively small number of
members who worked devotedly on aircraft, vehicles, buildings and paperwork must not
be overlooked.
This was against a background of post-war austerity, when food, fuel
and clothing was still rationed quite severely; the petrol ration was allocated only
to people who the Government considered needed it in the National interest, and one
had to apply to Government organisations to be allowed to buy furniture or timber.
Furniture was allocated mainly to newly-weds66.
The Establishment Loan Fund
The establishment loan fund was set up in November 1946 with the purpose of
providing money to buy capital equipment27.
The idea was that members could
contribute to the fund, receiving 5% interest, to be paid off by the end of five
years.
The loans, which rose to a maximum of £403 at the end of 194817, were
finally paid off by the end of 195159. (The value of the fund and other amounts
quoted in this section should be compared with the average adult weekly wage of about
£6 in 194769).
The Kemsley Flying Trust19,20
The Kemsley Flying Trust was instituted in 1947 with the object of encouraging
private flying by making low interest loans to spread the cost of obtaining capital
equipment over a number of years.
The fund was endowed with £100,000 of which about
half was made available to the gliding movement.
By ensuring that the recipients
were in a position to support the loan; they were required to provide 10% of the cost
of a project in advance; and by limiting the repayment period, typically to about
seven years, the money in the fund could be recycled.
Over the period from 1947 to
Lord Kemsley's retirement in 1960, the loans made to the gliding movement totalled
over £100,000.
After 1960, no further loans were made, but repayments continued for
some years.
The fund therefore was instrumental in helping to revive the British
gliding movement after the war.
The Bristol Club had the distinction of receiving
5
the first loan , in 1947, and later the largest loan, for the purchase and setting up
of Nympsfield.
The latter loan was finally paid off in 196515
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The Bristol Aeroplane Company Flying Club
In 1947, the Bristol Aeroplane Company Flying Club was set up at the
instigation of Cyril Uwins. He had previously been the Chief Test Pilot and was at
that time Managing Director of the BAC. The aim was to encourage the Company's
employees to get flying experience by taking advantage of a tax concession provided
by the Government of the day2. It was run by the Company Secretary, Harry Fream
assisted by Mr Godfrey. The gliding section of the Club
secured a group membership of the Bristol Gliding Club for its
members35.
Members of the Company scheme were charged an
annual fee of 10/- to join66. The original scheme was to
support members up to B certificate standard, and then have
them go on to power flying; and there was a similar scheme to
support power flyers up to solo and then have them transfer to
gliding63.
Initially, the BAC Club bought launch tickets in
advance in bulk at an increased price of 5/- each in lieu of
its members' subscriptions, and agreed to maintain a float of
1200 tickets.
It then charged its members a third of the
normal Club price for launch tickets and soaring.35
The scheme
was limited to 40 members. However, in 1949 the system was
changed so that the BAC Club was buying entrance fees,
subscriptions and launch tickets at normal rates and passing a
third of these charges to its members and there was no
restriction on how members divided their subsidy between
gliding and power flying53. There was a limit to the subsidy
each member was allowed each year and this was £18 in 195066.
The scheme continued for many years, but when the tax concession
Cyril Uwins
was withdrawn it was scaled down and it finally petered out in
the early 1970s.
Build up of facilities
The Club had ordered a Tutor in May 194621 but this was cancelled in November
because of financial constraints and the need to obtain winches27.
However, news of
the setting up of the Kemsley Flying Trust was received in February 194730 and by
April, with encouragement from the Trust's trustees, the prospects of receiving a
loan were firm enough for the committee to order a Short Nimbus, two additional
Cadets, a conversion set of Tutor wings and struts, and an Olympia33.
The Short
Nimbus was a mid- gull-wing tandem two-seat glider designed and built by the seaplane
manufacturer Short Bros, and
looked as one might expect from
this source.
The story was
that Shorts decided to build
this glider to provide
employment for their carpenters
after the war, when the need to
build wooden mock-ups of their
flying boat prototypes was
declining.
However, after
building the first glider, the
carpenters demanded higher
wages because they were
involved with actual flying
machines. Fortunately for the
Bristol Club, Shorts terminated
the project and the order was
The Short Nimbus
cancelled in December 194740.
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The Club took delivery of
the ex-German Grunau IIb (wheelless, but with airbrakes) on 11th
May 1947 after its refurbishment1
(probably by Marshalls of
Cambridge74).
This was paid for
out of the Club's own resources.
The glider was one of two in poor
condition saved from destruction
by the American forces at the end
of the war by Philip Wills, given
to the BGA as war reparations,
and they allocated one to the
Bristol Club.

The Wilkinson 1 BGA 172 in 1931
used a bungee to pull the glider over the roof
to the road.
The Club had offered £100 for it
provided that the glue was sound; however it
was not, and there were also structural
problems with it, which accounts for the low
price paid and the committee’s decision that it
should only be used for wing balancing.34
It
did in fact get airborne on one early morning
with two (unauthorised) low hops behind the
James tri-car driven by David Farrar. The
pilots were John Hahn and Ron Tayler
respectively. They found it to be sensitive in
pitch and sluggish in roll. It was later
damaged when a Beaverette ran into its
rudder70,81.

The House where the Wilkinson was stored
(as in 2007)

Grunau 2b BGA 447

In June the Club also acquired
the only Wilkinson I, BGA 17280, for
the sum of £816.
This glider was
designed and built by a Mr
Wilkinson in the early 1930s, and
the story was that his wife refused
to let him fly it.
It had been
stored in the basement of a three
storey house in London and a team
of David Farrar, Tony Heron and
Mick Wilde went to collect it.
They found it impossible to get it
out onto the street, but managed to
get it into the back garden, where
it was confined between two
terraces of houses. They
managed
to throw a line over the house and
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By August the Kemsley money became available; an initial loan of £1259-10-0 at
1% interest, repayable over 7 years, to cover 90% of the cost of an Olympia, Tutor
and Cadet16,36 with a set of
spare wings. The Olympia
was delivered by aerotow
from Elliott of Newbury by
Ann Douglas (later Welch) in
August1 and the Cadet and
Tutor were delivered from
their manufacturer, Martin
Hearn at Hooton Park, by
Bristol Freighter courtesy
of the Bristol Aeroplane
Company, on 20th September
1947, the day before an open
day which the Club ran on
the following Sunday5,35,36,62.

Olympia BGA 618 in CAA Registration in 1949

Towards the end of 1947,
the Club acquired two Daglings
in poor condition17 and the
first became operational in
July 194812; the second was
held as spares after a writeoff accident51,75. The book value
of the surviving one was only
£2017. An EoN Primary (SG38
copy), ex the Somerset Aero
Club, was also bought towards
the end of 1948 for £15053. No
Kemsley loans were involved in
these purchases17. Someone
Delivery of Tutor and Cadet in 1947
expressed interest in buying
the Wilkinson in October 194850
but there is no record of whether it was actually sold. The Olympia was written off
on 7 August 1948 in a landing accident, and was replaced by another, BGA 61812,68

Tutor BGA 497
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The first private syndicate glider arrived on site on 23 March 1947, in the
shape of an Olympia BGA 504, Bluebird, bought by Rex Young and Charles Ryall61.
Launching Gear10,6

Pears Winch

The two Wild Balloon
winches which had been bought
in 194622 required extensive
modification before they could
be used for gliding purposes
and had been delivered to
Western Airways for storage36.
So operations started with a
winch hired from Roger Pears
of the Fforest Fawr Gliding
Club in addition to tows using
the Beaverette.
(A second
Beaverette was bought soon
after flying started24. The
Pears winch was mounted on a
Jeep-like vehicle and so was
mobile.
It had no safety
cage and the driver was
situated immediately behind
the drum.
However it gave
good service and caused no
injuries.
The first of the
balloon winches was converted
early in 1947 while the Pears
winch was in use, and because
a second winch was needed
urgently, the conversion was
very basic.
The drum was
mounted to the side of a heavy
four wheeled chassis, and as

with the Pears winch, it used
10 cwt cable and had hand
operated laying on gear. However, it again gave good service though it was somewhat
heavy on cable.
This was known as the Bristol Mk I or Red Winch. Although it
remained on the books until at least 1954, it was not in general Club use by 195066.
The Beaverette

Towards the end of 1947, the Club made a collaborative arrangement with the
Somerset Aero Club and through that obtained the use of a winch owned by "Bunny"
Wheatly and the hire of the Pears winch was ended.
The Somerset winch was in use
until June 1948 when the Club's connection with the Somerset Club was terminated38,47.
The Committee decided in October 1947 that the second balloon winch should be
converted into a roadworthy mobile vehicle so that it could be used in prospecting
for possible hill sites.
This extensive conversion, with a light-weight two-wheeled
chassis and a completely new drum, was completed in September 1948.
It incorporated
the original automatic laying–on gear and was the result of devoted work mainly by
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Ken Lance and Tony Heron.
With its 15 cwt cable and
laying on gear, cable wear was
reduced considerably with a
cable giving around 1150
launches56. This winch was
known as the Mark II or Heron
winch.
The conversion cost
around £60.
It was a very
successful winch and was still
in use fifteen years later66.

Tony Heron driving his winch

All these winches gave launches to around 1000 feet, or more on windy
days, but while the 10 cwt cable was in use breaks were very frequent and costly in
terms of time and revenue.
This also applied to auto-tows behind the Beaverettes.
Operation on the runways made things worse70.
S/L Phillips, who owned a milk business and used James three wheel vehicles as
milk floats, offered the Club one of them in return for help in solving a problem
with breaking half shafts.
Lyn McFarlane was able to buy a supply of steel to S11
spec. from BAC and had a local firm make up about half a dozen half shafts. The
donated James was stripped down and overhauled by Ken Lance and Lyn in S/L Phillips'
work shop74, and it was used to retrieve cables, lay field telephone lines and as a
general run-about3. Later on, in early 1949, S/L Phillips donated a second James to
the Club72.
The Beaverettes were not
very well suited for auto towing
as they were heavy and low geared.
So particularly on low wind days
they required high revs, leading
to expensive repairs70. So in mid
1948 it was decided to buy a V8
engined vehicle for launching48,
and also to experiment with the
use of piano wire instead of
stranded cable49. This proved to
be successful52 though winch
launching continued at Lulsgate
until well into 1949, still
accounting for about a third of
the launches in that year56. The
Ford launch car had been stripped
down to a bare chassis, with seats
for the driver and his mate, and
“Silver” Ford and James 3 Wheeler
with a platform built on the back
to carry miscellaneous equipment66.
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Flying & Instruction
Flying started with six instructors5 headed by Rex Young as CFI23. Rex produced
a set of notes for instructors at the end of 19469 and this was followed by a 44 page
manual covering all aspect of learning to glide, for sale to the members46. The Club
operated a policy of handling no cash on the field. So Launches were paid for by
pre-paid tickets, with the instructor being responsible for reconciling the tickets
handed in with the launches done at the end of each day26. Flying time was charged
at 3d per minute after the first 2 minutes24, and billed quarterly. Members were
expected to arrive early enough to get flying started and remain to pack up at the
end of the day.
Up to April 1948, all initial training was done on Cadets. Then the Club had
the use of the Somerset Aero Club's Eon Primary, known as the SG38, for three months,
at the end of which time the Dagling was operational12. But the Aero Club's SG38 was
available again towards the end of that year51.
The performance of the Dagling

was very poor, and was scarcely enough to get round a circuit; consequently,
while in use, it was used only for slides and hops 86. For more advanced flying,
there was the Grunau from March 1947 and the Tutor and Olympia added later in that
year. So as to give the newly trained pilots a chance to get time in the air by hill
soaring, the Grunau was kept at the Midland Gliding Club's site at the Long Mynd over
the winters of 1947/48 and
1948/495. During these winter,

the Bristol contingent, who
travelled up at weekends, were
sometimes the only people on
site, and on occasions the
Midland members rang the site
to see whether the Bristol
people were there so as to be
sure there would be enough
people for them to be able to
fly86.
Bungee launch at the Mynd
From the start of flying in
September 1946, the Club trained by the
solo method.
This is described fully
by Eric Smith in his “Recollections of
Flying at Lulsgate”6 and J Grout's
article “Learning to Fly at Lulsgate”
in the 1949 Club Annual13 and more
formally in the BGA Basic Syllabus for
Glider Training79 and the Club's Flying
Notes77 issued in 1948.
Briefly, the
new pupil first learned to use the
Cadet fitted with spoilers for ground slides
ailerons to keep the wings level by
balancing the wings of a stationary glider facing into wind. This was followed by
ground slides, during which the glider was towed along at a speed low enough to stop
it from becoming airborne. The Cadet was fitted with removable spoilers to keep it
on the ground for this exercise. These slides enabled the pupil to consolidate
aileron control, and also to use the rudder to keep straight and balance the glider
on the wheel with the elevator.
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Once ground slides had been mastered, elevator control was re-enforced by
towing the glider fast enough to get airborne, but with not enough height to do
damage if things got out of hand.
As skill developed, first the height was
increased, and then the pilot was allowed to release and fly freely. When a hop was
high enough for a free flight of 30 seconds the pilot was granted an "A" certificate.

The Dagling

The EoN Primary

Throughout this process the glider finished up at the far end of the
airfield. In light winds, slides were also carried out in the opposite direction and
the glider shuttled from one end of the field to the other.
When the wind was too
strong for this, the glider was attached by its tow hook to a boom about 6 feet long
secured to the side of the tow car.
This could be stowed vertical when not in use.
With the pilot strapped in, and the wing of the glider resting on the knees of two or
three men sitting facing backwards on the back of the tow car, the whole set-up was
driven back to the start point at around 20 mph. Once straight flight had been
mastered, the next stage involved learning to do S turns, still landing straight
ahead, with the amount of turn being increased on each hop.
When the pilot could do
reasonably good turns in each direction he was awarded his "B" certificate and
progressed onto flying circuits. Height control for the final turn on circuits was
essentially achieved by performing beats and S turns behind the downwind boundary of
the field, though sideslipping was taught as an advanced exercise77. The Beaverettes
were used generally for the ground- and airborne slides, and the winches for hops and
circuits. The solo training method gave scope for minor accidents during the slide
and hop stages, and for more serious damage during the circuit phase.

The Club’s first accident: Landing on a bicycle shed
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Signalling was by the two bat method, supplemented by messages by field
telephone to brief the winch driver about the type of launch required78.
The bats
were round or octagonal and about 10 inches across, with wooden rods as handles.
All the gliders at this time, and for many years to come, were lightly built
with low wing loadings.
Stalling speeds would be under 30 mph.
(Knots did not
become the norm until some ten years later)
The pilot constituted a significant
proportion of the flying weight, for example around 30% in the case of the Tutor.
Consequently there was a strong possibility of a glider being blown over when there
was no pilot in the cockpit.
It was a strict rule that the pilot remained strapped
in after landing until the retrieve crew arrived.
Hand retrieves were normal after
circuits.
Gliders were normally pulled backwards, with the tail being held up to
reduce the wing incidence and with someone either standing by the cockpit or sitting
in if the wind was strong.
One person held the more upwind wing-tip in a low
position and others pushed on the leading edge.
If it was necessary to turn the
glider so that the other wing
became "up-wind" there would
be a cry of "change wings" at
the critical moment, and
someone would take over the
other tip.
Occasionally
gliders would be pulled
forwards with people pulling
on the ends of the struts and
on the cockpit coaming.
Gliders were always parked
cross-wind with the into-wind
wing down.
Old car tyres
were used to picket the
Launch point scene
gliders whilst parked.
As a
minimum there would be one
tyre on the wing tip, but depending on the wind strength this could be increased to
four or more, and additional tyres would be placed under the nose skid and on the
down-wind side of the rear fuselage to prevent the glider from weather-cocking.
A
tyre would be placed on the tailplane to stop the rear of the glider lifting.
Whatever the wind, when the glider was turned into wind for launching the pilot got
in at once, and some-one would stand holding the nose down until he did.66
Very early on, the Club instituted a system of promoting pilots by stages to
fly each more advanced glider: Tutor, Grunau, Olympia as their ability and experience
built up66.
1948 saw the introduction of holiday
gliding course for members of the public.
These started in May and were run initially
by Bunny Wheatley of the Somerset Aero Club41
which had run them itself in previous years.
However, with the withdrawal of the Somerset
Aero Club in June, two young instructors,
Eric Smith and John Sedden took them
over48,11.
The Course members and
instructors were accommodated by Mrs Clarke
at the Golden Lion at Wrington and this
arrangement was continued until the Club
A Course with the Beaver
left Lulsgate in 1956.
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For the next three years Arthur Hobkirk was the Course instructor.
The
courses ran from May to September with each course running from Monday to Friday with
8 pupils on each.
Transport between the Golden Lion and the airfield was provided
by the Beaverette augmented by any transport course members could provide.
Rex Young resigned as CFI in July 1948 through pressure of business and was
replaced by Maurice Chantrill48.
During these first three years of flying the Club was very successful in its
instructional program.
For example, in 1948 it achieved 146 A and B certificates,
which was the best of any Club in the Country64.
A highlight was Mike Hinton, who
got a C certificate in an uninstrumented Cadet in September 1947 at the age of 1367.
He went on to achieve his 5 hours and become an instructor at the age of 14.
From the start the committee were interested in acquiring a two-seater for
instruction but this took until late in 1949 to implement.
Appendix 2 gives the flying statistics over the period
Buildings
The buildings rented to the Club were provided with electricity, but no
running water or sanitation.
Water was collected at the start of each day from a
tap on the far side of the airfield in various oil drums, pots and pans66. Chemical
toilets had been left behind by the Air Force, and initially they were dealt with by
the Club74. Later they were emptied by the Airport Management for an annual fee73.
Lyn Mcfarlane undertook the
major work to convert the Nissen
huts for Club use.
He installed a
kitchen, and helped by Eileen
Chantrill70 obtained a food ration
and a catering licence, and
obtained a solid fuel ration for
heating the buildings4. This was
achieved by early in 194728. A
bunk house was provided in June
1949, to cater for members without
transport, and at about the same
time the bar was opened65. Lyn
constructed the bar itself from the
front end of a surplus Waco troop
carrying glider, and built an open
brick fireplace to heat the room4.
The longest of the four huts was
used as the workshop66.

Alf Winter officiating in the Bar

The hangar originally was furnished with canvas curtains to close its ends.
However, these did not wear well.
One replacement curtain was provided by the
Airport Manager in May 194846 but a year later the problem recurred and it was
decided to brick up the back of the building around the end of 1949, to be paid for
by yearly instalments56.
The rent for the buildings was £26 pa57.
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Management
As agreed at the inaugural meeting, a general meeting was held at the Grand
Hotel Bristol on 7th October 1946 to agree the draft rules for the Club and to elect
a committee.
The rules were accepted, but the Organising Committee were asked to
continue in office until the Annual General Meeting in March 1947 to give a chance
for the members to become acquainted with each other. Keith Turner, who had returned
to the Club was introduced to the meeting25.
At this stage, about a month from
starting to operate, the Club had a credit balance of about £200, and launch costs
were working out at about 1/8½.
Membership figures given in November were 24 under
training with potentially 23 depositors27.
The Launch fee was raised to 2/- in
27
November .
Cyril Uwins and Mr Ashley Hall both accepted invitations to become vice
presidents of the Club in February 194730.
The First AGM was held at the Grand Hotel Bristol on 2nd April 1947 under the
chairmanship of Sir Egbert Cadbury32. There were some adjustments to the
subscriptions: Gliding membership increased to 2 guineas, soaring membership was
unchanged, but the entrance fee for soaring members was increased to 2 guineas. The
insurance deposit to cover damage up to the insurance excess was reduced to £7, with
£3-10-0 returnable. Individual pilots were still liable for the Insurance excess of
£30 in the event of an insurance claim24. The membership stood at 104.
The first elected committee was:
Chairman
Rex Young
Vice Chairman
Keith Turner
Hon. Secretary
Maurice Chantrill
Treasurer
David Farrar

Committee:

Lyn G McFarlane
R M McDougal
Ron F Tayler
G Allen Thompson
and R J "Bonzo" Hinton

The Club held two open days in 1947 to increase public interest. The first,
on 23 March60,61, involved a number of visiting pilots and gliders putting on a
display, and resulted in a catering profit of £4 and about £22 from a prize draw31.
A second one was held on Sunday 21 September to mark the anniversary of the start of
flying at Lulsgate.
This was a big affair with advance publicity, with lapel
badges, buses and St John's Ambulance organised, and visiting aircraft including the
Nimbus laid on and demonstrated37,62. In addition to raising interest, this event
raised over £70 profit39.
This was equivalent to 18 soaring members' subscriptions.
The Subscriptions were unchanged for 1948/9, but a surcharge of 2 guineas was
introduced to fly the Olympia. The contribution to the pool to cover the cost of
accidents below the insurance excess was reduced to £3-10-0, and the liability of
individual members for their accidents was reduced to £544. The launch fee was
raised to 2/642. However, a new flying membership structure was introduced for
1949/50. The distinction between gliding and soaring grades was abolished and all
flying members paid an entrance fee of 2 guineas, a subscription of 4 guineas and an
insurance deposit of 3 guineas.
The Olympia surcharge was unchanged.
However, the
liability of ab initio pilots to pay £5 towards the cost of their accidents was
dropped in June 194964.
Over these three years, the Club's position improved steadily, with membership
rising to over 1505, and assets to over £300058.
Appendix 3 lists the Club Committees and Officers during the period
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Somerset Aero Club
In late 1947, the Somerset Aero Club were faced with the loss of their base at
Weston Zoyland2, and started negotiations with the Bristol Club to share facilities
at Lulsgate. The idea was for a temporary amalgamation36. However an initial
agreement was reached to share equipment and the Lulsgate site with a start date of 1
November 194738.
The SAC had two Cadets and an Eon Primary, and a winch belonging
to "Bunny" Wheatly, their engineer, which replaced the Pears winch38.
The Cadets
were transferred to Lulsgate immediately, and the Eon Primary was collected by Bunny
Wheatly and Eric Smith in April 19486. The Bristol Club was to insure the two
Cadets, and the SAC's subscriptions were to be brought into line with the Bristol
Subscription in the following April38.
The SAC members were to be allowed to fly
the Bristol Club's more advanced gliders40.
Bunny Wheatley was taken on as Manager and Course instructor in January 1948,
and represented the SAC on the committee41. Although the collaboration went well on
the field, problems surfaced from the start. SAC complained about the treatment of
their equipment as early as mid November38, and there was some friction between the
Club Ground Engineer and Bunny Wheatly43. In December it became apparent that the
SAC was in financial difficulties40. Although asked, the SAC could not produce
proper accounts, and it appeared in April that they had a hire purchase payment
outstanding on their Blue Cadet.
They decided to put their Silver Cadet up for
45
sale . The Bristol Committee agreed to pay the outstanding HP payment in return for
transferring the Silver Cadet's insurance to the Bristol Club's Green Cadet46.
Things came to a head at the Committee meeting of 26 June 1948, when a delegation
from the SAC attended47. They complained that they were receiving no income from the
courses or from the amalgamation, though they had expenses in maintaining their
equipment which the Bristol Club were using.
They had debts of £350 and writs were
about to be served on them.
Rex Young countered that they had freely entered into
the agreement, but had not been open about their financial position.
It was not
possible at this stage to say whether the courses were showing any profit to share.
The Bristol Club were not in a position to cover the SAC's liabilities.
The SAC
then gave a month's notice to end the agreement.
Mr Young said that the Club would
not use the SAC's equipment during the notice period, though they were entitled to,
and would store it free of charge and remit any balance due on its insurance.
The
profit from the courses would be assessed.
Mr Wheatley was given a month’s salary
in lieu of notice so that he could set about disposing of the SAC's assets.
The SAC
51
went into liquidation in October 1948 , and the Club bought its Eon Primary in March
194953.
It should be noted that at the end of June 1948, the courses had been running
for only around 6 weeks, so their profitability, with only half the season's places
booked46, was not certain.
Also, the Club had only ten months earlier taken on the
commitments of the Kemsley loan, and was not in the position to make substantial ex
gratia payments to the Somerset Club when it had to make the first repayments to the
Kemsley Fund in about two months time.
With the departure of Bunny Wheatley, and the courses in progress, the
instruction for this first season was taken over at short notice by Eric Smith and
John Seddon, two young members.11
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Appendix 1 to Section 4

Aircraft and Equipment

Aircraft
Aircraft

BGA No

Date acquired Price

Cadet Red

445

Sept 1946

£266-4-0

Cadet Green

456

1947

£305

Tutor Blue

497

1947

£348-3-6

Grunau IIb

447

May 1947

£156-4-9

Remarks
Converted to Tutor in 1952. CofA not
renewed in 1953
Converted to Tutor in 1950. Crashed
17-3-1960.Written off 17 August 1960
Written off in 1951, but wings
rebuilt for Club by Doug Jones
Written off 1953 at Roundway
and replaced by Prefect. Remains

passed to Don Campbell in 1954 84
Wilkinson I

172

1947

£8-0-5

Olympia

554

1947

£577-4-10

Olympia

618

Sep. 1948

£602-4-10

Olympia

504

1952

£550

1948

£20

1948

£150

T21b
616
Cadet Yellow 454

Aug. 1949
Aug. 1952

£625
£45

T31
692
Prefect
720
Cadet Silver 708

April 1953
Late 1953
May 1954

£301-15-9
£650
£15

Dagling
Eon Primary

586

Used only for wing balancing.
Disused in 1949
Written off 7-8-1948 replaced by
Olympia BGA 618
Written off 1952 – Wreckage
rebuilt by Doug Jones and partners
as a private syndicate
Bought from "Bluebird" Syndicate
to replace Olympia 618
Not in use in 1950 – remains
burnt November 1953
Written off in 1952 – remains burnt
November 1953
Bought from Martin Hearn Fly.Club
Bought from Hereford Gliding Club
CofA not renewed in April 1953
Fuselage new from Slingsby
Replacement for Grunau
Bought from ATC. CofA not renewed in
May 1955

NB
From November 1947 to the end of June 1948 the Club had the use of the following
Somerset Aero Club's gliders:
Silver Cadet BGA 439
Blue Cadet
BGA 453
and Eon Primary
BGA 586 (from April 1948) Later bought by the Club
Note:

During part of 1949, gliders held ARB registration letters:
Cadet 445
G-ALPX
Grunau 447
G-ALRA
EoN Primary G-ALPW
Olympia 618 G-ALRB
Tutor 497
G-ALPZ
Olympia 504 G-ALTV
Cadet 456
G-ALPY
Except for the Eon Primary, all these reverted to the BGA markings in August 1949
Vehicles
Vehicle

Date Bought

Beaverette 1 GYD985 1946
Beaverette 2
1946
Both Beaverettes
Tri-car 1
1946
Tri-car 2
1949
Silver Ford
1948
Ford Saloon VV3794
May 1950
Ford Brake EGJ
Sep 1951
Ford Brake DPO 173 Apr 1953
Fire Engine EYD 214 Aug 1953
Launching car
Feb 1953

Price

Remarks

£107-19-3 Exchanged for a brake in 195483
£111-12-6 Scrapped 1952
were said to share 1 set of number plates.
£34-16-0 Sold January 195482
£25
Sold January 195482
£105
Main launching car from 1949 to 1954
£147-8-8 Crashed 31 March85 1951, used for launching
£197-10-0 For road use – retired April 1953
£125
For road use, crashed Sept 1955
£65
£40
Cont....
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Winches
Pears Winch
Hired during 1946/1947
Balloon winch 1
1946
£111-15-8 Including conversion cost
(Red winch)
Converted to 2 drum around 1955/6
Balloon winch 2
1946
£45-9-0
Unconverted
(Heron winch) Converted 1948 £105-3-1 Including conversion cost
In use until early 1960s
NB From October 1947 and to the end of June 1948 the Club had the use of Bunny
Wheatley's winch, previously used by the Somerset Aero Club.
Trailers
Trailer
Cochrane

Date Bought
1950

Remarks
Open angle-iron general purpose trailer
built by John Cochrane. Crashed Sept
1955.
Rice Trailer
1951
£50
Custom built for Olympia, bought with
Bluebird
Two additional trailers were built in 1955/56 by Alwyn Sutcliffe and Jack Houghton.
Until 1950 the Club had a trailer on loan from Jock Forbes76
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Cost
£95-12-4

Flying Statistics

These statistics are taken from Chairman's reports at AGMs and from the Club Annuals
for 1948 and 1949.

Launches
Hours-Minutes
Certificates
"A"
"B"
"C"
Silver Duration
Height
Distance
Completed
Cross countries
Milage

1946

1947

1948

1949

602

2502
144

5751
269-13

4660
297-03

18
25
13

95
51
6

62
22
12

8
2
-

1
4
2

2
45

8
362

1
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1947/8

1948/9

1949/50

Chairman

<------------------- T Rex Young --------------------->

Vice chairman

Keith Turner

Maurice Chantrill

Secretary

Maurice Chantrill

Ron F Tayler

P G Mobsby

Treasurer

David Farrar

David Farrar/
G Allen Thompson

G Allen Thompson

Committee

Lyn Mc Farlane
R M McDougal
Ron F Tayler
G Allen Thompson
R J "Bonzo" Hinton

J K Lance
J M Heron
John N Cochrane
G Allen Thompson
Keith W Turner
J K Lance
Barry Laight*

Lyn Mc Farlane
J M Heron
John N Cochrane
Barry P Laight
Keith W Turner
David Farrar
Bob H Perrott*
Alf Winter*

T Rex Young

T Rex Young/
Maurice Chantrill

Maurice Chantrill

Maurice Chantrill

* Co-opted Members

CFI
Deputy CFI
Flying Committee
Secretary

John Cochrane
R M McDougal

E Allen Thompson

John M Hahn

Ground Engineer
Assistants

Tony Heron
J K Lance
W Jones

Tony Heron
J K Lance/
D L Rendell

Tony Heron
G L Ferrier

House Secretary

Lyn McFarlane

Barbara Brice

Alf Winter

Chairman House
Improvement Comm.
Press Secretary
Membership Secretary

Alf Winter
Ron F Taylor

D L Rendell/
John N Cochrane
Barry Laight

John N Cochrane
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